The Grifform Innovations® Round Corner Kitchen Sink has the advantage of soft coved sides and bottom. Its overall appealing design makes it the new sink of choice for not only new construction, but renovations as well. It is available in many standard sizes that can easily be combined creating variations. This specialty sink can also be created to your custom specifications and has been certified by Home Innovation Research Labs to meet national ANSI standards.

The Grifform Innovations® Round Corner Kitchen Sink comes in all DuPont™ Corian® colors except for Group D.

CHALLENGES
• Monolithic transition from counter into sink bowl.
• Bowl does not harbor the growth of micro organisms.
• Bowl is easily maintained.
• Wide choice of color and style.
• Easily installed.

SOLUTION
• Grifform Innovations® Round Corner Kitchen Sinks built from DuPont™ Corian®, in wide color choices meet the challenge.

RESULTS
• Catalog of part numbers with specifications available.
• When applied to a DuPont™ Corian® counter top it makes for a monolithic - seamless design.
• Material is nonporous so it does not support the growth of micro organisms.
• Easily maintained for lasting value.

ATTRIBUTED VALUE OF THE GRIFFORM® ROUND CORNER KITCHEN SINKS
• Custom shapes and sizes available
• Lower maintenance cost
• DuPont™ Corian® can help earn points for LEED program
• Easy installation
• Extended life cycle

Please visit www.Grifform.com for additional product information.

Grifform Innovations®
PO Box 258 Glide, OR 97443
541-496-0313 SJRCS-3-17
Grifform Innovations® has developed many sink option styles. These sinks are prepared for ease of installation. All drain holes are prepared for a 3½” basket strainer drain assembly.

All sinks are available for undermount or overmount installation.

Grifform Innovations®
Round Corner Kitchen Sinks

Sample combinations of standard size undermount Round Corner Sinks. Countertop or rim are not included.

Two KRC14169U
Combination comparable to a Dupont® Corian® 850

KRC10155U & KRC21168U
Combination comparable to a Dupont® Corian® 872

KRC10155U & KRC12168U
Combination comparable to a Dupont® Corian® 873

KRC10127U
10” x 12” x 6½” comparable to a Dupont® Corian® 809

KRC101510U & KRC21168U
Combination comparable to a Dupont® Corian® 873

KRC101510U & KRC211810U
Combination comparable to a Dupont® Corian® 902L

KRC17138U
17” x 13” x 8” comparable to a Dupont® Corian® 859

KRC16168U
16” x 16” x 8” comparable to a Dupont® Corian® 889

KRC16188U
16” x 18” x 8” comparable to a Dupont® Corian® 805

KRC21168U
21” x 16” x 7½” comparable to a Dupont® Corian® 871, 872R, and 873R

KRC21179U
27” x 17” x 8½” comparable to a Dupont® Corian® 881

KRC221710U
22” x 17” x 10” comparable to a Dupont® Corian® 901

KRC101510U & KRC211810U
Combination comparable to a Dupont® Corian® 902L

KRC10155U & KRC21168U
Combination comparable to a Dupont® Corian® 872

KRC10155U & KRC12168U
Combination comparable to a Dupont® Corian® 873